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ACCESSABILITY PLAN DETAILS 

PARKING - Accessible carparking is located at the Maydale carpark in the hub of the precinct. Taxis can deliver passengers with 
disability to the entry door on the side of Maydale Pavilion. 

TOILETS - An internal toilet for people with disability does not cater for indoor wheelchair access as the doorway is not 
wide enough. It only has outside access which is about 45 metres from the inside of the Maydale Pavilion. An external 
toilet for people with disability is located approximately 70 metres from the main doorway. The surface is roadbase 
with some loose stone but quite a solid roadway, with no pot holes. The surface area surrounding the new toilet block is 
white granite sand, which has a strong base but no good if it's rained. By entering the facility on the far side, the gradua-
tion between granite sand and concrete is smoother. Entering on the near side, there's a lip from the roadbase to the 
concrete, which may require help in crossing. The toilet for people with disability is in the middle of the three and has a 
left hand rail support. The toilet roll is at an easy level to reach to. The basin is a standard height with a cold water tap, 
not a flickmixer. There are no hotwater or other pipes that would impede access to the basin. 

MAYDALE PAVILION - The surface of the Maydale Pavilion is concrete and all vendors will line the walls of the venue with a wide, accessible 
pedestrian walkway between them and the indoor seating down the centre of the building. 

A carpeted lounge area has a small lip between the carpet and the concrete. Seating in this area is on low 
couches and not suitable for people who have difficultly getting off chairs. However, several leather chairs 
with wooden handrests are easier to be seated on and rise from. 

A 10amp wheelchair charging station is located near the stage and is signposted accordingly. 

OUTDOOR AREA FOR THE EVENT - Pram access is suitable from the main doorway across the lawn to the 
road with drumfires however it is not suitable for wheelchairs and wheelie walkers. Accessibility to the 
drumfires will be via the roadway, the surface of which has been described above. 

COMPANION DOGS - Access to water for companion dogs is located at the doorway entry. A toilet area for 
companion dogs is located at the rear of the Maydale Pavilion. A doggy do bin and bags are available at 
that station. 

ONSITE CAMPING - If you are interested in camping for the weekend or longer, there are 36 powered camp sites and 100 unpowered 
campsites. Only 5 sites have water and you'll need to bring a double hose adaptor, as you may 
need to share the tap with your neighbour. 

SHOWERS - The showers were built in the 1960's and are a brick construction. The surface to the 

ladies showers is granite sand and is solid in dry weather. It becomes inaccessible during wet 

weather events. There is a 20cm step into the shower block and it only has a narrow passage 

way. The two cubicles also do not cater for wheelchair access. There are ample hooks to hang 

clothing and bags and a slatted wooden seat in the change area. A carer may struggle to fit in 


